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culture. This downswing in the
industry has taught us the importance of strengthening our core
and becoming laser focused on
what we can become excellent at.
It’s good conditioning to have to
go through such trying moments
as it teaches us the importance
of continuous growth and development. Every day we must be
growing and improving. If not,
someone else is and will be waiting to take care of our customer if
we become complacent. This is
why we are putting a lot of effort
into continuous improvement and
also developing training tools that
will be available to everyone for
opportunities for growth.
The situation has also put urgency into our diversification
driven plans as it is now not about
long term sustainability, but short
term survival. We are continuously thinking of ways to grow
and strengthen our company and
in markets such as these it drives
home the urgency of this. As a result we have a number of exciting
new growth plans in place and
moving forward.

Employee Edition

By: Kory Anderson

We are in process with a new
investment of an automated nobake line at Dakota Foundry. This
line we developed with a manufacturer of foundry equipment,
Palmer Mfg., to revolutionize how
our customers handle “legacy”
parts. These are parts which are
high volume while a machine is
in production, but then go to lower volumes as new models come
about. There is still a demand
for these parts, but in less volume
than at high production to support product in the field and for
many manufacturers they struggle
to manage the on-going supply as
high volume foundries won’t run
the lower needed quantities. This
provides a great opportunity for us
with this machine where we can
run nearly any type of production
tool on it at low to medium volumes without additional tooling
expense to the customer. So with
this we can serve a huge need as a
niche market we have created. It
opens the door to large OEM’s for
us to do work and we get the work
where we can have good margins
since it is not the highly competitive production work everyone is
after.
Continued on page 2...
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Kory Anderson with Jack
Palmer of Palmer Manufacturing
by our New Molding Machine

As a strategy to be able to better serve customers in a down
economy we are pioneering
something that has never been
done by equipment manufactures before. We are developing our own distribution plan
through a rental company that
we have recently formed. Andro
Rentals LLC, is a newly formed
company which will serve as a
means for us to rent our products
directly to our customers and/or
sell them if they choose to purchase. The rental company will
purchase finished product from
Anderson Industries and will
rent/sell from a rental fleet of
built inventory. Our main goal
is that we can rent the products
as that creates a higher revenue
over time than actually selling
them with the current product
portfolio we have.
We have also developed a

new product line for a completely new industry. We have developed a new solution for columbariums and tomb markings
with a complete stainless steel
version of both. The advantage
is a longer lasting solution, that
has a new modern look, and is
lower cost than current options
for markers. The product line
will be Eternal Markings and the
website is currently being developed to start offering these new
products.
We have recently implemented a new marketing software
called Infusionsoft, it is a leading
software for automating marketing and follow up so that we can
drive more sales. Both current
customer and leads are loaded
into a specific campaign and
then they receive news updates
and articles from us where we
focus on adding value to their
operation depending on what
industry they are in. This brings
top of mind awareness to them
about us being there to serve
them when they have a need.
Once we create the content it is
a completely automated follow
up with them that will be driving more sales. So there are two
things that we need to be very
successful with this: Any email
address for a potential or current
customer needs to be sent to an
Infusionsoft admin to get them
loaded into a campaign. Secondly we need to create stories
and valuable content to share
with our external audience.
This is success stories internally, testimonials from customers,
and lessons we have learned

that can add value to others in a
similar industry.
Thank you to those who are
living our values and growing
and improving every day. We
are watching for and focusing
on the people who are examples
of our values and who support
us in serving our mission well.
You can teach what you know,
but you reproduce what you are!
That is why we have a portion
of this newsletter committed to
recognizing those who are living
our values to and leaving their
legacy by building the future
strength of our company.

“You can teach
what you know,
but you
reproduce what
you are”
~Kory Anderson
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Heroic Stories:

These are the stories of our heroes on the team who are living our core values.

Innovation & Servant Heart:

Two core values were accomplished during the
first 5 unit build of the Skid-Lifts, innovation and
servant heart. From getting all the information, bill
of materials, routings, and purchasing information
requirements entered to working with the customer on set expectations and project time lines.
With that information the team as a whole,
within and between both locations of Anderson
Industries, worked to meet the demands that were
placed by the customer through production, quality, and deliverability.
Now Anderson Industries is in the position to
do production runs of the Skid-Lift, which has already sparked much more communication, creative thinking, and cost savings. This will not only
help the company on upcoming builds, but in turn
make lead-time more efficient, cost competitive,
and a technologically developed product for the
customer. Thank you again all for your continued
support during these builds.

Warrior Spirit

A resultant byproduct of our core values, Anderson Industries strives to go above and beyond to
satisfy the needs of our customers. As an example,
the Webster plant was recently faced with a significant and urgent production deadline for a major
customer (Horsch). Recognizing this deadline, a
team of welders from Webster took the initiative to
willingly sacrifice their entire weekend to meet the
critical due dates early the following week.
Each personal commitment allowed the team to
own something bigger than the individuals themselves, which is a prime definition of teamwork
and our Warrior Spirit core value. The members
of this team included Gary Aadland, Ray Voeller,
Joe Zubke, Nathan Bertsch, Toby Kulesa, and
Dana Daly. Please give them a special thank you
for their efforts in further securing Anderson Industries’ position with this key customer.

Warrior Spirit

The AIM facility has been over capacity in the fabrication (including laser) area the past few weeks.
While nesting parts out of 5/16 sheets for the AIW
plasma table, Larry Mitzel recognized there would
be some wasted material on the sheets after all his
parts were nested.
Even though the AIW plasma is slightly over
capacity as well, he took the initiative to analyze
how many parts from the AIM laser build list he
could make out of that size sheet. After demonstrating the plasma table could hold the necessary
tolerances, this heads-up move relieved some demand pressure at AIM and minimized the wasted
material.
This demonstration of supporting other members of the team to achieve our goal is an excellent
example of our Warrior Spirit core value.
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Leader Spotlight

OF THE YEAR

AWARD

Darrick Lone, Juston Barse and Chris Schuster are the recipients of our Iron Man
of the year award for this year. Darrick and Juston are the youngest in the country running cupola in the country! Thank you for your outstanding work on the
furnace guys!

These employees all demonstrated our core value of Innovation.

Welcome back Mike Lone!
Mike was a long time employee for
17 years and recently came back to
our family. We are beyond happy
to have him back! Mike has already
saved the company $3200 by breaking through oil groove holes. Thank
you for your pure determination!

Thank you Leon Herrick and
Monte Czmowksi for the exceptional job rebuilding the Reclaimer.
It runs more proficiently than before. $32,000 was spent on repairs.
A new reclaimer would have cost
$600,000.

Mark Wika caught a measurement
error on the part of the customer.
This saved Dakota Foundry $5000.
Thank you for your attention to detail!
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The Devil’s Kitchen By: Josh Bartos

ast year we ran hard at about $6.5 million. First
Army National Guard for 11 years and enjoys hunting,
quarter started out slower, which gave us time to do
and fishing in his free time. Thank you Adam for your
maintenance and clean up around the foundry. The fudedication, and service to us and your country!
ture looks like it’s on an up-tick.
Justis Lesnar – Cleaning and Shot blast.
We have a good backlog as of late, and are looking
Justin joined the family 01/16. He cleans and shot
forward to another busy year. When you have the best
blasts castings, and makes sure the shop floor is mainbunch of people to work with like we do, we will be
tained and organized. His hobbies include playing piready for anything. You hear our President talk about
ano, guitar, traveling and watching hockey. His life
the warrior spirit. It’s never more evident than at Dakomotto is “Life’s a garden man, dig it.” Thank you for
ta Foundry. When you have 30 plus years of working
your hard work and dedication.
around 2700 degree iron you find out real quick that
Ryan Kwasniewski – Air Set
everyone’s got your back. That makes you more than
Ryan has been with Dakota Foundry for 2.5 years
co-workers. That makes you a family.
making molds in air set, and helps out where needed.
I think what motivates us all at Dakota Foundry to
He has been a member of the Webster Fire and Rescue
come to work is knowing they are family. At the end
for 15 years and has also been an EMT with Christianof the day we just want everyone one to go home safe.
son ambulance for the past 8 years. His wife Heather
I enjoy working with everyone at Anderson Indusis a 5th grade teacher at Webster Elementary school.
tries. Let’s make it a great year! Thanks again to all of
In his free time he likes to hunt, fish and help out on
the Anderson Industries employees for all their hard
his uncle’s farm. Thank you Ryan for your dedication
work. We have 8 months left of this year. Let’s Giddy
and hard work!
Up. Dakota Foundry is all in!!
Chris Schuster – Night Shift Supervisor
Cory Robinson – Shake out.
Chris has been with Dakota Foundry for 20 years and
Cory has been working night shift at Dakota Foundry
has become a very valuable player. He was raised on
since 10/15. He started out in shot blasting and has
a farm just Northwest of Eden, SD. He has 4 brothmoved to shake out as of 2/16. He is eager to learn all
ers and 3 sisters and too many nieces and nephews to
he can to help out where needed. Together he and his
count. He is single with one daughter; enjoys hunting,
wife Darlene have 10 kids. 5 of her kids live with them.
fishing, riding motorcycle and snowmobiling. He also
He is an active member of Webster Fire and Rescue
raises cattle and farms on the side.
and in his spare time he enjoys
spending time with his family,
golfing, fishing and hunting.
Thank you for your hard work
and dedication!
Nick Andrade – Shake out
Nick is the newest team member
to night shift. He joined our family 2/16. He moved from Stayton Oregon in early February to
be with his family. In Nick’s free
time he is usually spending time
with his family and barbecuing.
Welcome to the family Nick!
Adam Trudel – Air Set
Adam has been with Dakota
Foundry for 3 years. He was
Cory Robinson, Nick Andrade, Adam Trudel,
born and raised in Webster, SD.
Justis Lesnar, Ryan Kwasniewski & Chris Schuster
He is an active member with the

The Night Shift at Dakota Foundry
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FAMILY

Art and Darrick Lone

Justis and Troy Lesnar

Kenny Marx
Juston Barse
Kyle Barse

Little John and John Premus

The Lone Family

Premus Family

Our Employees have over 300 combined years of foundry experience!
Thank you for your dedication, and hard work through the years!
Art Lone – 31 years
Tom Lone – 31 years
John Premus – 31 years
Brian Holland – 30 years
Leon Herrick – 28 years
Leon Stark – 26 years

Kenny Mark – 22 years
Mark Wika – 20 years
Chris Schuster – 20 years
Travis Kurkowski – 19 years
Travis Monson – 10 years
Prescott Pushor – 10 years

Justin Barse – 6 years
John D Premus – 5 years
Jordan Premus – 5 years
Dan Andrade – 4 years
Adam Trudel – 3 years
Ryan Kwasnewski – 2 years

Whether you think you can, or think you can’t,
you’re right.
~Henry Ford

Wendy VanSipe – 2 years
Ross Grupe – 2 years
Kyle Barse – 1 year
Monte Czmowksi – 1 year
Troy Lesnar – 1 year
Darrick Lone – 1 year
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Webster Production

udos to the manufacturing team on an excellent job in successfully completing two critical
prototype projects for Horsch. These high priority
projects were delivered to the customer ahead of
schedule, further proving the capabilities and accountability of Anderson Industries to our key customer.
The team also did a fantastic job of delivering the initial Skid-Lift projects in a narrowed time
frame, securing our position for future business.
The Skid-Lift business is very exciting, as there are
25 units currently on order, with the first 5 due in
early May. The first 25 are almost all sold and we
are anticipating another large order from the inventor. His expectation is that we are able to build
at a rate of 25 units per month for the foreseeable
future.
This product compliments our engineering and
manufacturing strengths very well, making it a very
exciting partnership with enormous potential. It is
important that we get everyone’s support in identifying and leading improvement initiatives for this
product to maximize our profitability.
Since a peak in 2012 followed by a sharp decline, agriculture commodity prices are at a 6-year

low. This, combined with relatively high input
costs has put extreme duress on the financial performance of most farming operations making them
less apt to invest in new equipment. Due to the
unfavorable trends, we expect the contract manufacturing sector of our business will be slow over
the next few months. The available time will be
an opportunity to manufacture some of our own
products such as Bale Caddie and Road Groomer.
Any additional available time will be used to
focus on improvement projects such as 5S events,
fixture repair and rework, process kaizens, plasma
table ventilation, and weldments to repair Dakota
Foundry equipment.
These efforts will be focused on efficiency improvements to drive profitability, which will be
magnified when we see an upturn in the agricultural economy. During this time especially, it will
be critical that we focus on minimizing the amount
of non-value add activity including material handling and rework (both internally and after product
has shipped to the customer).
We will need everyone’s support and entrepreneurial thinking to drive the necessary change and
build a winning team for the future.

Insights

Known as America’s greatest marketer and the ultimate entrepreneur of the information age,
Seth Godin observes a key insight in his recent blog, Rigor.
Doing things with rigor takes effort, but not everything you put effort into is done with rigor. Rigor is a focus on process. Paying attention to not just
how you do things, but why. Rigor requires us to
never use an emergency as an excuse. It is a process for the long haul, the work of a professional.
An amateur bread baker leaves the kitchen coated in flour, and sometimes, perhaps, ends up with
a great loaf of bread. A professional baker might
not seem to be as flustered, as hassled or even as
busy. But the bread, the result of this mindful process, is worth buying, every day.

We know that you’re working hard. The next step
is to do it with rigor.
World class is establishing process and discipline to achieve more while being less busy. This
means focusing our efforts on the right things to
not only be efficient, but to be effective in delivering the maximum value to our customers at the
lowest cost every day. The end result is higher
productivity, less emergencies, and available time
for personal growth.
Let’s make bread like the professional baker.

Safety News

We had a great start to the
New Year with zero accidents
or injuries until March 18th. On
that day a welder was working
in his area and was using a chisel to split steel and missed the
chisel and smashed his thumb
with the hammer. Luckily there
were no broken bones and he is
happily welding away again!
We also had a near miss on
March 24th where a gentleman
tripped over a piece of plywood
and fell on is right knee and right
hand. He was checked out at
the local clinic and nothing was
broken, just some bruising.
So our current safety stats for
the year is 1 OSHA recordable
and 0 lost time accidents.
The safety improvement project is the air makeup system
over the grinding room in the
Foundry. This project significantly improves the air quality
in the facility.

Foundry Repairs

Year to date the foundry has
made several repairs. Concrete
in the Grinding Shakeout Area
- $60,000. Air system in the
Grinding Room - $52,000. Roof
over Greensand - $50,000.
More improvements are
planned over the coming year.
They include hoppers in the bag
house, a hood over the shaker, and a new roof on the main
building.

Customer Sign-Ins

Effective immediately, for security and liability purposes, all
visitors will need to sign in and
out from Anderson Industries.
This includes both Mapleton
and Webster locations.
Please escort your guests to
sign out when their business is
completed so they are not wandering through the plant.

Mapleton Updates
A new development at Mapleton is the addition of a second
shift. This new shift will benefit
our customers by having more
support and turning around their
product faster. This will be a
benefit during warmer months
as painting will be completed
during the second shift. With

two shifts working together, Anderson Industries will have more
options for working with new
and existing product.
AIM has new and exciting opportunities to spread out our diversity with customers/projects
including the Fargodome, SkidLift, Garlock, and Nutting.

Milestones

May/June Birthdays:
Joanna Karst, May 4
Steve Wilson, May 10
Shawn Schaunaman, May 10
Jake Greenstein, May 12
Kyle Rupe, May 17
Wendy Vansipe, May 18
Dustin Alstadt, May 29
Nicholas Andrade, June 3
Larry Mitzel, June 4
Mark Wika, June 5
Christopher Hinz, June 9
Dana Daly, June 12
Prescott Pushor, June 14
Megan Spears, June 18
Nathan Herzberg, June 19
Marian Fellner, June 30
Work Anniversaries:
11 Years
Leon Stark, May 9
7 Years
Travis Monson, June 4
6 Years
Brian Holland
5 Years
Jordan Premus, May 16
Belinda Kuecker, May 21
Daniel Andrade, June 27
3 Years
Jason Chodur, June 24
2 Years
Nathan Herzberg, May 12
Wendy Vansipe, May 19
Ross Grupe, June 16
1 Year
Darrick Lone, May 31

Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection
~Vince Lombardi
we can catch excellence.

